URINARY TESTING FOR HPV

Urine testing for HPV: rationale for using first void
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We agree that urine testing for human papillomavirus (HPV) in cervical cancer screening needs further evaluation, and that the heterogeneity of urine sampling and testing protocols should be resolved.1 2 In particular, attention should be given to the rationale and evidence for using first void urine for HPV testing. During urination, urine is contaminated by impurities, including mucous and the debris of exfoliated cells from the vagina, cervix, and uterus. The initial flow of urine collects most of this debris, which is why in women with cervical HPV infection the first collected part of a urine void contains more HPV DNA than subsequent parts, as concluded by Pathak and colleagues¹ and confirmed by our recent research.³ Furthermore, our unpublished findings suggest that the volume of collected first void urine and time of collection (first urination of the day vs subsequent urinations) are additional sources of variation. Because of the importance of the first void urine for HPV detection, a collection device has been developed that ensures immediate mixing of the first void urine with a preservation medium, while allowing the rest of the urine to exit the device unhindered (avoiding the need to interrupt the flow). This device was shown to have excellent acceptability in 1000 young women in Bhutan and Rwanda (Gary Clifford, unpublished data).

In summary, standard criteria for volume, collection, storage, extraction, and HPV testing are essential to maximise HPV detection from urine, and the collection of the first void is a key step.
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